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Abstract—A modern third-generation interferometric water

level tilt meter was developed at the Finnish Geodetic Institute in

2000. The tilt meter has absolute scale and can do high-precision

tilt measurements on earth tides, ocean tide loading and atmo-

spheric loading. Additionally, it can be applied in various kinds of

geodynamic and geophysical research. The principles and results of

the historical 100-year-old Michelson–Gale tilt meter, as well as

the development of interferometric water tube tilt meters of the

Finnish Geodetic Institute, Finland, are reviewed. Modern Earth

tide model tilt combined with Schwiderski ocean tide loading

model explains the uncertainty in historical tilt observations by

Michelson and Gale. Earth tide tilt observations in Lohja2 geo-

dynamic station, southern Finland, are compared with the

combined model earth tide and four ocean tide loading models. The

observed diurnal and semidiurnal harmonic constituents do not fit

well with combined models. The reason could be a result of the

improper harmonic modelling of the Baltic Sea tides in those

models.

Key words: Interferometric tilt meter, earth tides, ocean tide

loading.

1. Introduction

Discussions on the rigidity of the earth were ini-

tiated already 150 years ago by Kelvin 1863

(Michelson 1914). The Earth was recognised not only

as an elastic body, but also as a plastic yielding

‘‘modulus of relaxation’’, termed by Maxwell. Plastic

yielding is realised by the lag of the distortion relative

to the forces producing it (Michelson 1914).

Michelson (1914), Gale (1914) and staff at Yerkes

Observatory, Williams Bay, Wisconsin, USA carried

out preliminary studies on the earth’s rigidity using

east–west and north–south-oriented long water level

tilt meters in autumn 1914. The water level tilt meters

were installed at a 1.8-m-deep underground at the

Yerkes Observatory. The tubes were 150 m long and

half filled with water. Detailed descriptions are given

in Michelson (1914) and in Gale (1914).

The amplitude ratio of measured tilt vs. calculated

model tilt of an absolutely rigid earth gives the rate of

deformation. The plastic yielding of the earth is

observed from the retardation (lag) of the observed

tilt phase to the tidal model tilt of absolutely rigid

earth. The observed retardation of the earth tide sig-

nal must always be negative, because positive lag is

meaningless (Michelson 1914). The mean amplitude

ratio between observed east–west (EW) tilt to theo-

retical one was 0.710 and for north–south (NS) 0.523.

The phase lag of total earth tide tilt for EW was

-0.059 h and for NS was ?0.007 h in the 1914 tilt

observations of Michelson (1914) and Gale (1914).1

A similar difference between amplitude ratios in

EW and NS directions was also observed earlier by

Hecker, and he interpreted the reason to be the dif-

ference in earth rigidity (Michelson 1914).

Love and Schweydar (Michelson 1914, p. 124)

had the opinion that the difference is attributed to the

effect of ocean tides, and it causes differences in

ratios of observed amplitudes and phases to

theoretical.

Michelson and Gale (M–G) continued studies

after 1914 by experimenting further in 1916–1917,

using the water level tilt meters presented above with

an interferometric recording system developed by

Michelson in 1910 (Michelson 1914). The recording
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interferometers had direct internal absolute calibra-

tion. Figure 1 shows the principle of the recording

setup (M–G 1919).

The refraction coefficient l for water was 1.3408

with a wavelength of 435.8 nm. The number of

fringes N caused by displaced water was calculated

according to the formula

N ¼ 2ðl� 1Þd
k

;

where k was the wavelength of a mercury lamp light

source with special arrangement and d was the

displaced water level. One fringe corresponded to

1/1564 mm–639.4 nm/fringe. The tilt was estimated

with 1/10 of fringe, and according to the formula

above, the tilt rate is 0.173 ms-of-arc (mas), which

means 0.839 nanoradian (nrad) resolution for a

152.4-m-long instrument. Using the conversion for-

mula above for the tilt rate/fringe, it is possible to

estimate tilts and compare them, e.g. with the

combined earth tide model and ocean tide loading

(OTL) model tilts at Yerkes observatory. In Sect. 2,

a comparison of M–G observations with tilt pre-

dictions is given.

Kääriäinen (1979) constructed a water level tilt

meter at the Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI), which

follows in principle the tube-pot technique developed

by M–G (1919). He presented dimensions and prop-

erties of the instrument, hydrodynamical condition of

the water in the tube-pot system, the instrument’s

thermal expansion modelling on environmental tem-

perature change, and orientation of the instrument at

the station. The level interferometer (diagram in

Fig. 2) was a typical off-axis Fizeau interferometric

setup, and interference fringe recording was carried

out by film camera. The shape of varying interference

fringes on the film in this construction was different,

because the interferometric setup by M–G was

completely different. A 177-m-long (EWWT) and

62-m-long (NSWT) water level tilt meter were built

and installed in the Tytyri mine tunnel (geodynamic

station Lohja2 of the FGI), in the vicinity of the city

Lohja in southern Finland (Kääriäinen 1979; Käär-

iäinen and Ruotsalainen 1989). The location of the

recording site is shown in Fig. 3. The reanalysed

EWWT and NSWT results with OTL comparison are

presented in Sect. 3.

The next step was a modern, redesigned, com-

puter-controlled version of the laser interferometric

water level tilt meter, installed at the same place as

the NS-oriented instrument of the FGI (Ruotsalainen

2001). Construction details and earth tide analysis

results with comparison to OTL models are described

in Sect. 4.

2. Predicting Tilt Observations for Michelson–Gale

Experiments Using Combined Earth Tide

and Ocean Tide Loading Model Tilt

Using Agnew’s (1997, 2012) ocean tide loading

program, NLOADF, it is possible to determine har-

monic ocean tide loading (OTL) amplitude and phase

values for Yerkes Observatory (42�34.20N,

88�33.40W), e.g. using Schwiderski’s ocean tide

model. Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the Schwiderski

model’s OTL vectors combined with the Wahr–De-

hant–Zschau earth model tilt vectors (Schüller 2016)

to predict harmonic model tilt observation in EW and

NS directions. The green vectors are Wahr–Dehant–

Zschau model earth tide tilt (nrad) with diminishing

factor c2 = 1 ? k - h = 0.6948, using Love num-

bers h = 0.6032, k = 0.2980 (PREM, Agnew 2009)

and 0.0� phase, because Zschau (1978) argued that

the observed earth tide phase lag is delayed only by

0.01�–0.001� to the theoretical model earth tide. Blue

OTL vectors are subtracted from green earth tide

model tilts, and red residual vectors are the prediction

for tilt observation. They can be compared with M–G

observations, e.g. by converting tilt values (nrad) to

fringe values by the conversion formula above. In the

following figures, all the amplitudes are nrad and

phases in degrees, phase lags are negative and local.

Terminologies A cos (alpha) and A sin(alpha) in the

figures follow the convention by Melchior (1983,

p. 332) for indirect effects.

Figure 4 shows that in the NS direction, the

diurnal band harmonic amplitudes are quite small.

The O1 and K1 wave groups have less than a 3.2 nrad

tilt. The major energy NS direction is located in the

semidiurnal wave band. The NS diurnal tilt harmon-

ics have negative phase lags, but semidiurnal positive

lags according to Schwiderski’s OTL model. These

explain the difficulties of amplitude and phase
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determinations 100 years ago. Love and Schweydar

were right in their interpretation.

The only positive phase lag of predicted tilt in the

EW direction exists in wave group N2. All others

have negative lags.

In the EW direction, tilt phase lag for the K1

harmonic wave from Fig. 6 is as follows. The phase

angle for K1 is

a ¼ arctanðAðsinðalphaÞÞ
AðcosðalphaÞÞ � �0:86�:

The EW/K1 predicted phase lag is -0.057 h in the

time domain, and it is comparable to value -0.059 h,

observed by Michelson (1914) and Gale (1914) as total

EW tilt phase lag. The phase lag of the predicted NS/

M2 vector in Fig. 5 is ?0.015 h, and the value

Michelson and Gale got for the total NS tilt phase lag

was ?0.007 h. Michelson and Gale did not necessarily

make an error in their calculation relating to earth tide

tilt in 1914, because the positive phase lag in the NS

direction complicates the comparison of the tilt

observation and earth tide model tilt. Of course, all

harmonic terms must be taken into account when

determining the total diurnal or semidiurnal phase lags

in each direction. By the least squares method,

amplitude and phase values for diurnal and semidiur-

nal bands were determined again for interferometric

setups by M–G (1919). The common diminishing of

amplitude ratio in weighted mean is 0.690 and phase

lag is 2�410 for NS and 4�340 for EW (the sign con-

vention for lag is opposite than above) there.

3. Reanalysis of the Earth Tide Tilt of the FGI Tilt

Meters 1977–1993

The resolution of tilt/fringe was determined

according to the formula (Kääriäinen 1979),

S ¼ k� q� 103

2 � n� L
; ðmas=fringeÞ;

where k is the wavelength of light source,

q = 206,265 is the conversion factor from radians to

arc-seconds, n is the refraction coefficient of fluid and

L is the length of the tilt meter. Half of the length of

the water level inside tube indicates the tilt rate and,

therefore, the length, L, in the formula above must be

L/2. For sodium (Na), the light-based fluid level

interferometer tilt value is then 0.515 mas/fringe and

for helium (He) light, 0.514 mas/fringe.

The EWWT- and NSWT-tilt meter data were

reanalysed by ETERNA 3.4 Earth tide analysis pro-

gram (Wenzel 1996) and the newest version ET34-

ANA-V52, developed by Schüller (2016). The OTL

values based on Schwiderski (1980), TPXO7.0 (Eg-

bert and Erofeeva 2002) and CSR4.0 (Eanes 1994)

ocean tide models were determined using the

NLOADF program by Agnew (1997). FES2004 (L-

yard et al. 2006) OTL values were obtained using the

OTL provided by Bos and Scherneck (2014) (http://

holt.oso.chalmers.se/loading/). The phase lags in the

OTL provider is relative to Greenwich meridian and

lags positive. They must be converted from Green-

wich meridian to local with sign convention using the

formula by Agnew (2009).

Figure 1
Principle of M–G interferometric water level tilt meter. Pic-

ture from (Michelson and Gale 1919), �AAS. Reproduced with

permission

Figure 2
Operating principle of the old FGI water level tilt meter.

Diagram from Kääriäinen (1979)
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The EW scale of diurnal CSR4.0 OTL model is

three times larger than the theoretically predicted

earth tide. In the diurnal band, Schwiderski’s OTL

amplitudes and phases are too small. The main reason

for the wave group K1 phase deviation is the well-

known core–mantle resonance (Fig. 8).

In the semidiurnal band in the EW direction,

CSR4.0 amplitudes and phases excluding the N2

wave group fit better than Schwiderski and TPXO7.0.

The FES2004 model has the most deviating phases

and amplitudes there (Fig. 9).

In the NS orientation, all OTL models deviate

from observations, and the reason can be partly the

improperly modelled Baltic Sea loading and partly

the Norwegian Sea/Arctic Sea OTL modelling.

The OTL values in the diurnal frequency band in

Q1, P1 and O1 wave groups have amplitude values in

fraction of nanoradian in the Schwiderski, CSR4.0

Figure 3
Location observation site Lohja in southern Finland

Figure 4
Predicted (red) earth tide tilt from OTL (blue) and earth tide model

(green) in diurnal band in NS direction

Figure 5
Predicted (red) earth tide tilt from OTL (blue) and earth tide model

(green) in semidiurnal band in NS direction
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and TPXO7.0 models. In the case of FES2004, the

values are too big compared to others in the same

wave groups. The K1 wave group amplitudes are

larger, but only Schwiderski and CSR4.0 show the

phase angle in the right direction [the K1 vector in the

CSR4.0 model for NSWT in Ruotsalainen et al.

(2015) contained a combined TPXO7.0 model for

northern latitudes; therefore, it is larger there]. The

larger phase deviation from the theoretical earth tide

model in the case of K1 is caused again by core–

mantle resonance (Fig. 10).

In the semidiurnal band NS direction, nearly all

models are deviating from the preferable phase. The

Schwiderski model fits in the case of N2 and S2

(Fig. 11).

4. Modernisation of the FGI Water Level Tilt Meter

Mechanics, automation and a higher tilt resolution

were the reasons for modernisation of fluid level

sensing of the interferometric water level tilt meter of

the FGI. The HeNe laser, digital camera and auto-

mated interference phase interpretation were used for

modernisation (Ruotsalainen 2001). Some details

were taken into account from innovations of the

former tilt meter design of the FGI. In the new

design, special stainless steel is used in the tube and

pot constructions to avoid corrosion in a hostile mine

Figure 6
Predicted (red) earth tide tilt from OTL (blue) and earth tide model

(green) in diurnal band in EW direction

Figure 7
Predicted earth tide tilt from OTL and earth tide model in

semidiurnal band EW direction

Figure 8
Observed earth tide tilt of EWWT with OTL models in the diurnal

band in the EW direction

Figure 9
Observed earth tide tilt of EWWT with OTL models in semidiurnal

band in the EW direction

Figure 10
Observed earth tide tilt of NSWT with OTL models in diurnal band

in the NS direction
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environment. Fizeau–Kukkamäki interferometer

principle (see Fig. 12) is used for a level sensing laser

interferometer together with fibre optics.

Thorlabs HGR020 HeNe laser (kvacuum ¼ 543:0

nm) is used as a light source for interferometer.

Collimation of the beam is carried out by a telescope-

type collimator connected to an optical fibre, as

shown in Fig. 13. Basler A602f CMOS cameras are

used for the recording of interference fringes with a

sampling rate of 15 Hz. In Fig. 13, the Basler A602f

camera system is located to the left of the end pot

system, sealed against humidity inside a plastic box

(Ruotsalainen et al. 2015).

5. Recordings and Analysis of the Earth Tide

The tilt resolution of the modern laser interfer-

ometer level sensing water level tilt meter (NSiWT)

in Lohja2 is

S ¼ kair

n� L
; ðnrad=fringeÞ;

where kair is the wavelength of laser light (nanome-

tres) and n is the refraction coefficient of water in

physical conditions at the observation site. The

wavelength value in the formula for laser light in the

air is kair = 542.8 nm in the nominal physical con-

dition of the station, when variations of the local air

pressure, temperature and humidity are not yet cor-

rected. These local variations cause a less than 10 pm

variation in level sensing. The refraction coefficient

of water is n = 1.333, determined by optical refrac-

tion observations. The length of the tube,

L = 50.40 m, is measured with steel tape. The tilt

resolution is then 8.0794 nrad/fringe and, for 1/100 of

fringe (2.03 nm level sensing), 0.077 nrad

(0.016 mas).

The example tilt recording of the NSiWT is given

in Fig. 14. The red curve is the tilt recording, and the

green curve is the theoretical tidal model tilt with

amplitude factor 0.6948 (PREM, Agnew 2009) and

zero phase (Heikkinen 1978). The observed tilt

deviation from theoretical earth tide tilt is mainly

caused by ocean tide loading, the Baltic Sea loading

and atmospheric loading (Ruotsalainen et al. 2015,

p. 160).

The NSiWT tilt meter data were also analysed by

the ETERNA 3.4 Earth tide analysis program

(Wenzel 1996) and its version ET34-ANA-V52,

developed by Schüller (2016). Figures 15 and 16

show the analysis results for the main tidal harmonic

wave groups.

Very small differences exist in earth tide analysis

results between the old NSWT and new NSiWT

water level tilt meters. The largest deviation between

amplitude factors is 0.0315 in the O1 wave group,

and other deviations are considerably smaller. In the

tidal phase, the largest deviation is 6.10� in wave

group Q1. In other wave group phases, they are

within ±2.15�.
The deviation in phase of the wave group Q1

between instruments can be explained by the loading

effect of the seiche oscillation phenomenon of the

Baltic Sea. The oscillation of 26.2 h in the Gulf of

Finland was determined by Lisitzin (1959), and this

non-tidal period is harmfully located inside wave

Figure 11
Observed earth tide tilt of NSWT with OTL models in semidiurnal

band in the NS direction

Figure 12
Principle of Fizeau–Kukkamäki fluid level interferometer
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group Q1 in the tidal frequency band. The phases of

seiche oscillations frequencies are mainly wind gen-

erated; therefore, they strongly disturb both the earth

tide tilt and the Baltic Sea tidal wave signals (Witting

1911) and their loading tilt at Lohja (Ruotsalainen

et al. 2015, p. 160).

In the semidiurnal band, both in NSWT and

NSiWT, the M2 amplitude factor diminishing to 0.56

can be recognised and none of the OTL models can

correct the tilt to fit the earth tide model tilt.

Amplitudes are of a preferable size, but the phases are

not fitting? The Baltic Sea and atmospheric tidal

loading harmonic presentations need to be taken into

more careful consideration and combined for

modelling.

The broad band of other geophysical phenomena

(Ruotsalainen 2012) has been recorded since 2008,

when the 50.4-m-long NSiWT instrument was set up

as operational in the Lohja2 geodynamic station.

These include Baltic Sea non-tidal loading and

atmospheric loading (Ruotsalainen et al. 2015), free

oscillations of the earth after great earthquakes

(Ruotsalainen 2012), microseism and secular tilt

recordings.

6. Conclusions

The semidiurnal earth tide tilt predictions in the NS

direction using combined earth model tilt and Sch-

widerski OTL model tilt show positive lags and

predicted diurnal amplitudes with negative lags smaller

than 3 nrad in the NS direction for Yerkes observatory.

The semidiurnal band in the NS tilt recording has a

leading role, instead of diurnal, and this explains the

uncertainty in the interpretation of the earth tide analysis

of the Yerkes tilt observations 100 year ago.

The earth tide analysis of the tilt recordings

between the old NSWT and new NSiWT tilt meters

of the FGI has no significant differences. However,

there are differences in ocean tide loading models

compared to the tilt observations in the Lohja2

Figure 13
End pot-tube system, collimator connected with fibre to HeNe laser and Basler A602F CMOS camera system on the floor of the Tytyri mine at

Lohja2 geodynamics station. Photo: M. Portin
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station. The best OTLs fit the earth tide model tilt in

the semidiurnal EWWT tilt observation. The core–

mantle resonances exist clearly in all three observa-

tion data sets.

OTL models do not explain the amplitude

diminishing (0.6948 to[0.56) of M2 wave groups in

NSWT and NSiWT tilt meter data in the NS direc-

tion. Baltic Sea and atmospheric loading harmonic

modellings are the next steps in giving information

on the deviating features of OTL models.

A modern NSiWT fluid level tilt meter is suit-

able for geodynamic and geophysical studies with an

absolute scale.
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